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Developed in response to the current COVID-19 Health Crisis, EntriScanTM is a free-standing modular 'plug
and play' entry point safety screening system designed to facilitate the new normal of working life.

Key benefits include:
Installation in corporate reception environment

Entirely self-contained design for rapid deployment; no
fixed wiring installation required. Simply connects to
mains via 3-pin plug.

Wide-screen real-time display to clearly display the
camera image and thermal analysis using
customised software.

Suitable for self-policing applications to maintain
personal privacy, whilst alerting individuals that
they should check their temperature in case they have a
fever.

Optional black body calibrating device available for
enhanced accuracy.

Automatic Person Counter option. Scans ingress and
egress to measure real time occupant levels in building

Extremely flexible network options that allow the system
to be used as a standalone unit, or be incorporated into
a separate system to allow real-time monitoring and
recording from single or multiple locations.

Customisable display and graphics to allow corporate
branding of the system.

Modular design allows installation of optional devices
including local alarm warning, output relay to switch
auxillary items (eg turn-style), Sanitiser Station, Entrance
Barrier hooks etc.

Flat-pack design enables the unit to be moved and
assembled easily to allow swift installation and
reconfiguration if needed.

Vandal-resistant steel construction and enclosed controls
reduces the likelihood of any interference from any persons
who may wish to damage the design.

Minimalistic yet rugged powder coated steel construction
anti-tamper design.
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Widescreen
display to allow

users to self-
screen

900mm clear
access
suitable for
wheelchair
users

Transom height
adjustable in 50mm

increments from
1900mm to 2100mm

Integrated
temperature

screening
camera and

optional real-
time Occupant

Counter

Optional hand
sanitiser unit
to ensure all

entrants
sanitise their

hands
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Integrated
controls
enclosed within
rear transom
panel

Optional
warning beacon
to alert users
to alarms

Solid weighted
base plate
provides
freestanding
stability.
Integral handles
for carrying.
Predrilled holes
allow unit to be
bolted to floor if
desired.
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How EntriScanTM works

EntriScanTM unit(s) installed in strategic locations at entry point(s) to

premises/work site.

Entrants approach archway and within 3m, EntriScanTM camera uses face

detection to define where temperature is measured.

Screen displays real-time image as each entrant approaches, including

virtual box around face displaying respective skin temperature.

If the skin temperature is beneath a preset parameter a virtual green

box displays around the face. If the skin temperature is higher, the

virtual box changes to red. In 'alert' mode options include: local alarm

sounder/beacon operates, output is activated to switch auxiliary devices

etc.

In a ‘self-policing’ environment the user is alerted that they may have

an elevated body temperature, and can then check their temperature

using a medically approved device. Alternatively, in manned

applications, the user will be isolated until they have had their

temperature taken with a medically approved device.
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Alarm Actions

EntriScanTM can be configured to perform multiple actions if programmed thresholds are exceeded. These include:

Flashing an LED on the front of the camera and sounding an audible alarm

Passing alerts to Third-party devices, such as an additional beacon

Saving camera images to file

Alerting operators in real-time, if a monitoring device is connected

Storage of Recorded Images

The EntriScan can accommodate a built-in Network Video Recorder (NVR) to enable

recording of images and alerts. This can be configured for intelligent analysis to allow

additional checks and alerts to be completed, such as checking if users are wearing

masks, as well as storing images for each user.

Important Notes Regarding Thermal Skin Temperature Screening

What do Thermal Screening Cameras do?

Thermal cameras provide an indication of skin temperature only and can provide alerts for skin temperatures that

are detected above a set parameter. They do not diagnose COVID-19 or any other medical condition.

Are they medical devices?

No, thermal cameras are not medical devices, and any individual detected as having a higher temperature should

verify their temperature using a medically approved device.

How accurate are Thermal Screening Cameras?

Thermal imaging technology is very accurate. When used as a stand-alone camera, ±0.5 °C accuracy can be

achieved, increasing to ±0.3 °C when used with a ‘Black body’ calibrating device. However, skin temperature can be

influenced by many other factors apart from a fever, including temperatures outside of the building or if the person

has been doing vigorous exercise. Therefore it is critical that the results are regarded as an indication of body

temperature only.

Can other factors influence the effectiveness of the camera?

Yes, factors such as air movement, the presence of heat sources in the field of view of the camera, sudden changes

in temperature (such as a door suddenly being opened in a small room), whether persons are approaching the

camera face-on and lighting conditions can all potentially influence the effectiveness of a camera installation and it

is important to locate the unit correctly.


